
 
 
France: what's new in the field of "New Quality"? 
  

Our national organization has been, for nearly two years, qualifying, promoting, underlining 
the development and added value of New Quality - as a global, pragmatic, innovative, 
participative approach. 
To that extent, at this very moment, how can we summarize trendy evolutions? 
  
Regarding the global approach, France Qualité has just presented officially ten 
recommendations to the Government, in order to consolidate use of Quality methods and 
tools as a means of firm’s competitiveness reinforcement, to increase continuous 
improvement culture in the country thanks to an adaptation of education courses and of 
communication, finally to make a better link between French products and qualitative 
commitments. 
Another change: our organization is for the first time an accredited member of September 
[13th & 14th] "PRODURABLE" exhibition, the main annual event in France, dedicated to 
Corporate Social Responsibility. 
  
New Quality remains nothing but pragmatic. 
Such a feature appears as strengthened since the recent publication of a wide survey, 
managed by experts from Pyx4 consulting firm. Because the more than 600 professional 
answers do confirm many synergies between CSR and continuous improvement, the growing 
extension of Quality Manager scope of responsibility to Risks Mastering, Sustainable 
Development, Operational Excellence, etc., and last but not least a significant progression of 
human and financial resources attributed to the staff in charge. 
With all Regional Leaders of the network, we held a Meeting, on June 17th, precisely focused 
on best practices sharing, crossed experiences mentoring. 
  



Innovation is also and obviously a key word. Very far perhaps from traditional/preconceived 
ideas, the governance Team, plus the associated Think Tank, look for advanced, agile, ... 
efficient methods and tools, examine their concrete implementation, facilitating thus 
anticipation, preparation of the future challenges. Just an illustration = digitalization as a way 
of simplifying processes or procedures as well as the deployment of action plans, was at the 
heart of the Quality French Day on May 23rd. 
Clearly and humbly, France Qualité tries to deal with innovative complements of its services 
offer, including now for instance a specific product for start-up customers, a Relational 
Excellence training course or Lean Six Sigma validated recognition. 
  
You need to work on people involvement, on cobuilding methodology, on listening to the 
interested parts expectations, if your goal is to make a difference. Let's try to apply this rule 
to ourselves: that's why in any case the governance Team has already simplified different 
steps of the process to become a national awarded organism, and will continue to do so; 
that's why again the Young Generations Department, which counts more than 300 members, 
benefits from a large autonomy. 
Even starting students can be the tomorrow Managers, and in terms of employment, Quality 
Function is full of promises - so let's think collectively, identify the necessary skills, reinforce 
permanent progress as the engine of success! 
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